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We prove the results on the tangent spaces to Schubert varieties announced in
w Ž . xV. Lakshmibai, Math. Res. Lett. 2 1995 , 473]477 for G classical. We give two
descriptions of the tangent space to a Schubert variety at id. The first description is
in terms of the root system, and the second one is in terms of multiplicities of
certain weights in the fundamental representations of G. Q 2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a semi-simple, simply connected, algebraic group over an
algebraically closed field K of characteristic 0. Let T be a maximal torus
in G and W the Weyl group. Let R be the system of roots of G relative to
Ž q.T. Let B be a Borel subgroup of G, where B > T. Let S resp. R be the
Ž .set of simple resp. positive roots of R relative to B. For a g R, let s bea
the reflection and let X be the element of the Chevalley basis for ga
Ž .s LieG , corresponding to a . For w g W, let us denote the point in
GrB corresponding to the coset wB by e . Then the set of T-fixed pointsw
 < 4in GrB for the action given by left multiplication is precisely e w g W .w
Ž . ŽFor w g W, let X w denote the associated Schubert variety the Zariski
. Ž .closure of Be in GrB . Let U g denote the universal enveloping algebraw
qŽ . Ž .  4of g , and U g the subalgebra of U g generated by X , a g S .a
Ž . ŽFor t g W, let T w , e denote the tangent space to GrB at e w0 t t 0
.being the element of largest length in W . We have
T w , e [ [ g .Ž . q0 t ybb gt ŽR .
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Ž . Ž .For t F w, let T w, t be the Zariski tangent space to X w at e . Lett
q <N w , t s b g t R X g T w , t .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4yb
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since T w, e is a T-stable subspace of T w , e , we have that T w, e ist 0 t t
 Ž .4spanned by X , b g N w, t .yb
Ž .For a dominant weight l, let V l be the irreducible G-module with
Ž . Ž .highest weight l. Let us fix a highest weight vector u l in V l . For
Ž . Žw g W, fix a representative n for w in N G the normalizer of T inw T
. Ž . Ž . Ž . qŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .G , and set u l s n ? u l , V l s U g u l note that V l sw w w w w 0
Ž ..V l .
For w g W, we define M , as a subset of Rq as follows, G beingw
Ž w x .classical. We index the roots as in 1 .
 q< 41. Let G be of type A . Then M s b g R w G s .n w b
2. Let G be of type C .n
Ž .a Let b s e y e , or 2e . Then b g M m w G s .i j i w b
Ž .b Let b s e q e , i - j F n. Then b g M m w G s or s .i j w e qe 2 ei j i
3. Let G be of type B .n
Ž .a Let b s e y e , e or e q e . Then b g M m w G s .i j n i n w b
Ž .b Let b s e , i - n. Then b g M m w G s or s .i w e e qei i n
Ž .c Let b s e q e , i - j - n. Then b g M m w G s ori j w e qei j
s s .e e qei j n
4. Let G be of type D .n
Ž .a Let b s e y e , or e q e , j s n y 1, n. Then b g M m wk l i j w
G s .b
Ž .b Let b s e q e , i - j - n y 1. Then b g M m w G s ori j w e qei j
s s s .e ye e qe e qei n i n j ny1
ŽWe prove for G classical the following result cf. Theorems 3.4, 4.6, 5.7,
.and 6.8 :
THEOREM 1. Let w g W. Let e denote the identity element in W. Then
Ž .N w, e s M .w
In particular, we obtain a criterion for smoothness:
Ž .THEOREM 2. Let w g W. Then X w is smooth if and only if aM sw
Ž .l w .
Ž .We further prove cf. Theorems 3.5, 5.9, and 6.10 .
THEOREM 3. Let G be of type A , B , or D . Let w g W and b g Rq.n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then b g N w, e if and only if m v y b s m v y b , for all 1 F dw d d
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Ž .F n, where v , 1 F d F n are the fundamental weights of G and m v y bd d
Ž Ž .. Ž . Žresp. m v y b denotes the multiplicity of v y b in V v resp.w d d d
Ž ..V v .w d
Remark 0.1. It turns out that the above result is not true for Type Cn
Ž .see Section 4 for details .
Let w g W, b g Rq. Consider the following three conditions:
1. w G s .b
Ž . Ž .2. m v y b s m v y b , for all 1 F d F n, n being the rankw d d
of G.
Ž .3. b g N w, e .
Ž .We show cf. Theorem 3.7 that for G of type A , the above threen
conditions are equivalent for all w g W, b g Rq. For the types B , C ,n n
and D , we give precise relationships among the above three conditionsn
Ž .see Sections 4, 5, and 6 for details .
Ž w x. Ž .The above results are proved using the basis B cf. 5 for V v ,d d
Ž w1 F d F l, l being the rank of G, and a theorem of Polo cf. 8, Theorem
x.3.2 . All of the results of this paper hold over arbitrary characteristics,
Ž w x . Ž .since one knows see 8, Corollary 4.1 for example that N v, t is
independent of the base field; in Theorem 3 over an algebraically closed
Ž . Ž Ž ..field K of arbitrary characteristic, one should replace V v resp. V vd w d
Ž .by the corresponding Weyl resp. Demazure module.
The sections are organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall the above
mentioned result of Polo. In Section 2, we recall the basis B . In Sectionsd
3, 4, 5, and 6 we prove Theorems 1 and 3 for G of type A , C , B , and D ,n n n n
respectively.
The author is thankful to the referee for some useful comments.
Ž .1. THE TANGENT SPACE T w, t
Let G be a semisimple and simply connected algebraic group defined
q Ž .over K. Let T , B, W, S, R, R , e , X w , etc., be as in the Introduction.w
We have the well-known Bruhat decomposition
? ?
GrB s Be , X u s Be , u g W ,Ž .D Dw w
 4  < 4wgW wgW wFu
where F denotes the Chevalley-Bruhat order. Let P be the maximald
parabolic subgroup corresponding to the simple root a , and let W be thed d
Weyl group of P . We shall denote the set of minimal representati¤es ofd
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WrW in W by W d, namelyPd
d < X X XW s w g W l ww s l w q l w , for all w g W . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . d
Ž .1.1. Sing X w
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let Sing X w denote the singular locus of X w . If X w is not
Ž .smooth, then Sing X w is a non-empty B-stable closed subvariety of
Ž . Ž .X w . Given a point x g X w , to decide if it is a smooth point or not, it
Ž .suffices in view of Bruhat decomposition to determine if the T-fixed
point e of the B-orbit through x is a smooth point or not.t
Ž .1.2. The Space T w, t
Ž . Ž .For t F w, let T w, t be the Zariski tangent space to X w at e . Lett
q <N w , t s b g t R X g T w , t .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4yb
Ž . Then as remarked in the Introduction, T w, t is spanned by X ,yb
Ž .4b g N w, t .
Recall the following:
Žw x . Ž q.THEOREM 1.3 8 , Theorem 3.2 . Let w, t g W, w G t . Let b g t R .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then b g N w, t if and only if X u v g V v for all 1 F d F l, lyb t d w d
being the rank of G.
U Ž . 0Ž .2. BASES B AND B FOR V v AND H GrB, Lk d v d
Ž .Let G be classical. For 1 F d F l l being the rank of G , let P , W ,d d
W d be as in Section 1. For w g W d, we shall denote the associated
Ž . Ž Ž ..Schubert variety in GrP by X w s BwP mod P . Let v , 1 F d F ld P d d dd
Ž U . qbe the fundamental weights of G. Note that v , b F 2, for all b g R .d
w xWe recall below the basic results from 5 .
2.1. Che¤ally Multiplicity
d Ž . Ž .Let t , f g W be such that X f is a Schubert divisor in X t . LetP Pd d
q Ž . Ž Ž . U . Ž Ž Ž .f s s t , where b g R . Let m t , f s f v , b note that f v ,b d d
U . . Ž . Ž .b ) 0 . We refer to m t , f as the Che¤alley multiplicity of X f inPd
Ž .X t .Pd
2.2. Admissible Pairs
A pair of elements t , f g W d, t G f is called an admissible pair, if
Ž Ž . .either t s f in which case we call t , t a tri¤ial admissible pair , or there
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Ž .exists a chain t s t ) t ) ??? ) t s f such that X t is a divisor0 1 r P iq1d
Ž . Ž .in X t , and m t , t s 2, 0 F i F r y 1.P i i iq1d
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let t , f g W d be a non-tri¤ial admissible pair, and
Ž Ž .t s t ) t ) ??? ) t s f any chain so that X t is a di¤isor in0 1 r P iq1d
Ž .. q Ž .X t . Let t s s t , b g R , 0 F i F r y 1. Define ¤ g V v asP i iq1 b i i dd i
Ž . Ž .¤ s X X ??? X u v , u v being as in the Introduction withyb yb yb f d f d0 1 ry1
l s v . Then ¤ is independent of the chain chosen and depends only on td
1 Ž Ž . Ž ..and f. Further, ¤ is a weight ¤ector of weight t v q f v .d d2
2.4. The Sets B and Bw
d Ž .Let t , f g W be such that t , f is an admissible pair. If t s f, then
Ž . Ž .set q or just q equal to u v . If t ) f, then set q as the vector ¤t , t t t d t , f
 Ž . 4as given by Proposition 2.3. Set B s q , t , f an admissible pair . Fort , f
d  < 4w g W , set B s q g B w G t .w t , f
Ž .THEOREM 2.5. With notations as abo¤e, the set B is a basis for V v .d
d Ž .Further, for w g W , the set B is a basis for V v .w w d
2.6. The Sets BU and BUw
U 0Ž . Ž Ž .U .Define B to be the basis of H GrP , L s V v dual to Bd v K dd
Ž Ž . Ž ..here, L denotes the ample generator of Pic GrP , Z . Let usv dd U  Ž . 4denote the elements of B by p , t , f an admissible pair . Fort , f
d U  < U < 4w g W , set B s p , p g B N p / 0 .X Žw . X Žw .w t , f t , f t , fP Pd d
d U 0Ž Ž . .THEOREM 2.7. For w g W , the set B is a basis of H X w , L .w P vd d
Ž .3. THE LINEAR GROUP SL n
Ž .Let G s SL n , the special linear group of rank n y 1. Let T be the
maximal torus consisting of all the diagonal matrices in G, and B the
Borel subgroup consisting of all the upper triangular matrices in G. It is
well known that W can be identified with S , the symmetric group on nn
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..letters. Any w g S is usually written as w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n .n
w xFollowing 1 , we denote the simple roots by e y e , 1 F i F n y 1i iq1
Ž Ž . y1 .note that e y e is the character sending diag t , . . . , t to t t .i iq1 1 n i iq1
 < 4Then R s e y e 1 F i, j F n, i / j , and the reflection s may bei j e yei j
Ž .identified with the transposition i, j in S .n
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3.1. The Partially Ordered Set Id, n
Fix d, 1 F d F n y 1. We have
) )
P s A g G N A s , W s S = Sd d d nyd0 )½ 5ž /Žnyd.=d
and W d may be identified with
<I [ i s i , . . . , i 1 F i - ??? - i F n . 4Ž .d , n 1 d 1 d
Given i, j g I , let X , X be the associated Schubert varieties ind, n i j
GrP . We haved
X = X m i G j m i G j , for all 1 F t F di j t t
Ž w x . Ž .see 6 for details . In what follows, we shall denote an element a ??? a1 n
d Ž .g W by just a ??? a .1 d
3.2. The Che¤alley-Bruhat Order on Sn
Ž . Ž .For a ??? a , b ??? b g S ,1 n 1 n n
a ??? a G b ??? b m a ??? a › G b ??? b ›,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n 1 d 1 d
for all 1 F d F n y 1
Ž Ž . Ž .here, for a d-tuple t ??? t of distinct integers, t ??? t › denotes the1 d 1 d
 4ordered d-tuple obtained from t , . . . , t by arranging its elements in1 d
.ascending order .
3.3. The Bases B and BUd d
Ž . n nLet G s SL n , and V s K . We denote the standard basis for K by
 4e , . . . , e . Given a positive root b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n, the element1 n j k
X of the Chevalley basis of g is given by X s E , where E is theyb yb k j k j
Ž .elementary matrix with 1 at the k, j th place, and 0’s elsewhere. For
Ž . Ž . d Ž Ž ..1 F d F l s n y 1 , we have V v s H V and q s u v sd id d
Ž Ž .e n ??? n e more generally, given w s a ??? a g W, denoting by1 d 1 n
w Žd. the element in W d which represents the coset wW , we haved
Ž Ž .. Ž ..Žd .q s u v s e n ??? n e up to "1 . We havew w d a a1 d
0, if i / j
X e syb i ½ e , if i s j.k
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 4¿From this it follows that X q / 0 if and only if j g 1, . . . , d andyb i d
 4k f 1, . . . , d , i.e., if and only if j F d - k; further, for j F d - k, we have
X q s "e n ??? n e n e n ??? n e n e .yb i d 1 jy1 jq1 d k
Hence we obtain
X q s "q Žd . .yb i d sb
Ž . Žd. Žd.This implies that b g N w, e if and only if w G s , j F d F k, i.e., ifb
Ž Žd. Ž ..and only if w G s note that for d - j or d G k, s s 1 ??? d , where eb b
Ž w x.denotes the identity element in S . Hence we obtain cf. 7n
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let G s SL n and w g S . Then T w, e is spanned byn
 q< 4X , b g R w G s .yb b
q Ž .THEOREM 3.5. Let w g S and b g R . Then b g N w, e if and only ifn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m v y b s m v y b for all 1 F d F l s n y 1 , where m v y bw d d d
Ž Ž .. Ž . Žresp. m v y b denotes the multiplicity of v y b in V v resp.w d d d
Ž ..V v .w d
Proof. Given d, 1 F d F l, and b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n, from ourj k
discussions above, we see easily that
0, if d - j or d G k
m v y b sŽ .d ½ 1, if j F d - k .
Ž . Ž .Hence we obtain that m v y b s m v y b for all 1 F d F l if andw d d
only if for all d, j F d - k, w G sŽd., i.e., if and only if w G s . Thisb b
together with Theorem 3.4 implies the required result.
3.6.
Let w g W, b g Rq. Consider the following three conditions:
1. w G s .b
Ž . Ž .2. m v y b s m v y b for all 1 F d F l, l being the rankw d d
of G.
Ž .3. b g N w, e .
THEOREM 3.7. Let G be of Type A . Let w g W, b g Rq. Then the three1
conditions in Section 3.6 are equi¤alent.
Proof. The result follows from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5.
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Ž .4. THE SYMPLECTIC GROUP Sp 2n
Let V s K 2 n together with a nondegenerate, skew-symmetric bilinear
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . <form , . Let H s SL V and G s Sp V s A g SL V A leaves the
Ž . 4 Žform , invariant . Taking the matrix of the form with respect to the
 4 .standard basis e , . . . , e of V to be1 2 n
0 JE s ,ž /yJ 0
Ž . Ž .where J is the anti-diagonal 1, . . . , 1 of size n = n, we may realize Sp V
Ž . sas the fixed point set of a certain involution s on SL V , namely G s H ,
Ž . Žt .y1 y1where s : H “ H is given by s A s E A E . We note that the
Ž w x.following hold cf. 2 :
Ž .i Denoting by W the Weyl group of G, we haveG
<W s a ??? a g S a s 2n q 1 y a , 1 F i F 2n . 4Ž .G 1 2 n 2 n i 2 nq1yi
Ž . Ž .Thus w s a ??? a g W is known once a ??? a is known.1 2 n G 1 n
Ž .In what follows, we shall denote an element a ??? a in W by just1 2 n G
Ž .a ??? a .1 n
Ž . w xii We shall index the simple roots in G as in 1 . Let us denote the
 4 Ž w x.simple reflections in W by s , 1 F i F n . We have cf. 1G i
r r , a s « y « , 1 F i F n y 1i 2 nyi i i iq1s si ½ r , a s 2«n i n
Ž .where r denotes the transposition i, i q 1 in S , 1 F i F 2n y 1.i 2 n
Ž . diii For 1 F d F n, W can be identified withG
<a ??? a 1 1 F a - a - ??? - a F 2n 2 for 1 F i F 2n , Ž . Ž . Ž .1 d 1 2 d
 4  4if i g a , . . . , a then 2n q 1 y i f a , . . . , a .41 d 1 d
Ž . dIn what follows, we shall denote an element a ??? a in W by just1 2 n G
Ž .a ??? a .1 d
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv For w s a ??? a , w s b ??? b , w , w g W , we have1 1 n 2 1 n 1 2 G
 4w G w m the d-tuple b , . . . , b arranged in ascending order G the2 1 1 d
 4 Ž w x.d-tuple a , . . . , a arranged in ascending order , 1 F d F n cf. 9 . In1 d
particular, the partial order on W is induced by the partial order on WG H
Ž w x.cf. 9 .
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4.1. Che¤alley Basis
X Ž .For 1 F i F 2n, set i s 2n q 1 y i. The involution s : SL 2n “
Ž . Žt .y1 y1 Ž . Ž .SL 2n , A ‹ E A E induces an involution s : sl 2n “ sl 2n , A ‹
Žt . y1Ž Žt . y1 .yE A E s E A E, since E s yE . In particular, we have, for 1 F i,
j F 2n
yE X X , if i , j are both F n or both ) nj i
s E sŽ .i j ½ X X  4E , if one of i , j is F n and the other ) nj i
Ž .where E is the elementary matrix with 1 at the i, j th place and 0i j
elsewhere. Further
< tLie G s A g sl 2n E A E s A .Ž . Ž . 4
The Chevalley basis H , 1 F i - n, H , X , 1 F m F n,e ye 2 e " 2 ei iq1 n m
4X , X , 1 F j - k F n for Lie G may be given as follows:" Že ye . " Že qe .j k j k
H s E y E q E X X y E X X , H s E y E X X ,e ye i i iq1, iq1 Ž iq1. , Ž iq1. i i 2 e nn n ni iq1 n
X s E y E X X , X s E X q E X , X s E X ,e ye jk k j e qe jk k j 2 e m mj k j k m
X s E y E X X , X s E X q E X , X s E X .yŽ e ye . k j j k yŽe qe . k j j k y2 e m mj k j k m
Ž . dDEFINITION 4.2. Let f s a ??? a g W , and let i, 1 F i F n be such1 d
Ž .X  4 Ž . dthat i, i q 1 g a , . . . , a . Let t s b ??? b be the element of W1 d 1 d
Ž . Ž .X Xobtained from a ??? a by replacing i by i q 1, and i q 1 by i . In this1 d
situation, we say that t is obtained from f by a Type I operation.
Ž w x. d Ž .PROPOSITION 4.3 cf. 2 . Let t , f g W , t G f. Then t , f is an
admissible pair if and only if either t s f, or t is obtained from f by a
sequence of Type I operations.
Ž .4.4. The G-module V vd
 4For 1 F d F n, we have v s e q ??? qe , where e , . . . , e is thed 1 d 1 2 n
Ž . Žcanonical basis of Hom D , G D being the maximal torus in GL2 n m 2 n
Ž . . Ž .2n consisting of all the diagonal matrices . If d s 1, then V v s Vd
Ž 2 n. 2s K . Let us then suppose that d G 2. Consider the 2-form f g H V
given by
f s e n e q e n e q ??? qe n e1 2 n 2 2 ny1 n nq1
Ž  4 .here e , . . . , e is the standard basis in V . We have1 2 n
V v s the primitive vectors in Hd V 4Ž .d
d < nq1yds ¤ g H V ¤ n f s 0 . 4
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 d4 Ž .The extremal weight vectors q , t g W , say t s a ??? a , are given byt 1 d
q s e n ??? n et a a1 d
Ž w x. qPROPOSITION 4.5 cf. 2 . Let b g R .
1. Let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n. Thenj k
0, if d - j or d G k
X q syb i d Žd ."q , if j F d - k ,½ sb
2. Let b s 2e , 1 F j F n. Thenj
0, if d - j
X q syb i d Žd ."q , if j F d F n.½ sb
3. Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n. Thenj k
0, if d - j¡
Žd ."q , if j F d - k~ sX q s byb i d ¢"q , if k F d F nt , f
Ž X. Ž X.where t s 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? dj and f s 12 ??? k y 1k q 1 ??? dk .
THEOREM 4.6. Let w g W and b g Rq.
1. Let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n or 2e , 1 F j F n. Then b gj k j
Ž .N w, e if and only if w G s .b
Ž .2. Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n. Then b g N w, e if and only ifj k
w G either s or s .b 2 e j
Proof. If b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n, or 2e , 1 F j F n, then the resultj k j
Ž . Ž . Ž .is immediate from 1 and 2 of Proposition 4.5 in view of Theorem 1.3 .
Ž Ž .Then let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n. We have from 3 of Propositionj k
.4.5
X q s "q Žd . , j F d - k . )Ž .yb i d sb
For k F d F n, we have X q s "q , t , f being as in Proposition 4.5yb i d t , f
Ž . Ž X .3 . We have s s 12 ??? j y 1 j j q 1 ??? n , and hence we obtain2 e j
X q s "q Žd . , k F d F n. ))Ž .yb i d s , f2 e j
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence from ) and )) we obtain in view of Theorem 1.3 that
Ž . Žd. Žd. Žd. Žd.b g N w, e if and only if w G s , j F d - k and w G s , k F d F n.b 2 e j
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Claim. w Žd. G sŽd., j F d - k and w Žd. G sŽd., k F d F n if and only ifb 2 e j
w G either s or s .b 2 e j
If w G either s or s , then clearly w Žd. G sŽd., j F d - k and w Žd. Gb 2 e bj
Žd. Ž Žd. Žd. Žd. Žd.s , k F d F n note that s ) s , k F d F n, and s ) s , j F d2 e b 2 e 2 e bj j j
.- k .
Now let w be such that w Žd. G sŽd., j F d - k and w Žd. G sŽd., k F d F n.b 2 e j
ŽFurther, let w h s . We shall now show that w G s . Let w s a ???b 2 e 1j
. Žd. Žd.a . The facts that w G s , j F d - k and w h s imply thatn b b
w Žk . h sŽk . . †Ž .b
Žk . Žk . Ž Žd. Žd. .On the other hand, we have w G s since w G s , k F d F n . This2 e 2 ej j
 4 Ximplies that there is an entry, say x, in a , . . . , a such that x G j . In fact,1 k
 4 X 4this entry x belongs to a , . . . , a ; for, if x a , . . . , a , then this would1 j 1 j
 4 X Žimply that there is an entry, say y, in a , . . . , a such that y G k since1 j
Ž j. Ž j.. Žk . Žk . Žw G s , which in turn would imply that w G s since x, y gb b
 4 X X . Ž ..a , . . . , a , and x G j , y G k and this is not true cf. † . It follows that1 j
w G s . This completes the proof of the claim and also of Theorem 4.6.2 e j
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let b g Rq.
1. Let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n. Thenj k
0, if d - j, or d G k
m v y b sŽ .d ½ 1, if j F d - k .
2. Let b s 2e , 1 F j F n. Thenj
0, if d - j
m v y b sŽ .d ½ 1, if j F d F n.
3. Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n. Thenj k
0, if d - j¡~1, if j F d - km v y b sŽ .d ¢n q 1 y d , if k F d F n.
Proof. Fix d, 1 F d F n.
Ž .1 Let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n. If d - j or d G k, then clearlyj k
Ž . Žd .m v y b s 0. Let j F d - k. Then q is the only vector in B ofd s db
weight v y b.d
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Ž . Ž .2 Let b s 2e , 1 F j F n. If d - j, then clearly m v y b s 0.j d
Let j F d F n. Then q Žd . is the only vector in B of weight v y b.s d db
Ž . Ž3 Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n. If d - j, then clearly m v yj k d
. Žd .b s 0. Let j F d F n. If d - k, then clearly q is the only vector in Bs db
of weight v y b. If k F d F n, then using the description of admissibled
Ž .pairs cf. Proposition 4.3 and the fact that q is a weight vector of weightu , d
1 Ž Ž . Ž ..u v q d v , it is easily checked that there are precisely n q 1 y dd d2
vectors in B of weight v y b , namely q , q , 0 F i F n y d y 1d d t , f u , di i
Ž X. Ž X.where t s 1 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? dj , f s 1 ??? k y 1k q 1 ??? dk , u s0
Ž X. Ž1 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1k q 1 ??? dd q 1k , d s 1 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ???0
Ž .X. Ž Ž .Ž .X.d d q 1 , u s 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1k q 1 ??? d q i q 1 d q i ,i
Ž Ž .Ž .X.and d s 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1k q 1 ??? d q i d q i q 1 , 1 F i Fi
n y d y 1.
COROLLARY 4.8. Let w g W and b g Rq.
Ž .1. Let b s e y e , j - k F n, 2e , 1 F m F n. Then m v y bj k m w d
Ž .s m v y b for all 1 F d F n if and only if w G s .d b
Ž . Ž .2. Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n. Then m v y b s m v y b ,j k w d d
Ž Xfor all 1 F d F n if and only if w G s or s s s 12 ??? j y 1 j j q 1 ???b 2 e e yej k n
..k y 1nk q 1k q 2 ??? n y 1k .
Ž .Proof. 1 If b s e y e , j - k F n, 2e , 1 F m F n, then the resultj k m
Ž . Ž .follows from 1 and 2 in the proof of Proposition 4.7
Ž .2 Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n. We have that if d - j, thenj k
Ž . Ž . Ž Žd .m v y b s 0, and if j F d - k, then m v y b s 1 q being thed d id
Ž . .only weight vector in V v of weight v y b . For k F d F n, we haved d
Ž . Ž .from the proof of 3 in Proposition 4.7 that the weight space in V v ofd
weight v y b has a basis consisting of the vectors q , q , 0 F i F nd t , f u , di i
Ž Ž . .y d y 1 notations being as in the proof of 3 in Proposition 4.7 . Hence
Ž . Ž .we obtain that m v y b s m v y b for all 1 F d F n if and only ifw d d
Ž j.  X4 Žd.w G 1, 2, . . . , j y 1, k and w G t and u , 0 F i F n y d y 1, k F di
F n. It is now easily checked that w Žd. G q , q , 0 F i F n y d y 1,t , f u , di iŽk .  X 4k F d F n, if and only if w G 1, 2 ??? j y 1 j j q 1 ??? k y 1n . The re-
quired result now follows from this.
Remark 4.9. Let w g W, and b g Rq.
Ž . Ž .The condition that m v y b s m v y b for all 1 F d F n needw d d
Ž .not be equivalent to the condition that b g N w, e . For example, take
w s s for some j - n y 1, b s e q e for some k, j - k F n y 1. We2 e j kj
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .have cf. Theorem 4.6 b g N w, e , but m v y b / m v y b , k Fw d d
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Ž Ž . Ž .d - n note that m v y b s 1, k F d F n, while m v y b s n q 1w d d
.y d, k F d F n .
Also, the condition that w G s need not be equivalent to the conditionb
Ž . Ž .that m v y b s m v y b for all 1 F d F n. For example, takew d d
Ž .b s e q e for some j - k F n and w s s s . We have m v y bj k 2 e e ye w dj k n
Ž . Ž .s m v y b for all 1 F d F n cf. Corollary 4.8 , but w h s .d b
Of course, for b s e y e , j - k F n, 2e , 1 F m F n, and any w g W,j k m
all three conditions of Section 3.6 are equivalent.
Ž .5. THE ORTHOGONAL GROUP SO 2n q 1
Let V s K 2 nq1 together with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form
Ž . Ž . Ž, . Taking the matrix of the form , with respect to the standard basis
 4 .e , . . . , e of V to be E, the 2n q 1 = 2n q 1 anti-diagonal matrix1 2 nq1
with 1 all along the anti-diagonal except at the n q 1 = n q 1th place
Žwhere the entry is 2 note that the associated quadratic form Q on V is
Ž 2 nq1 . 2 n .given by Q Ý x e s x q Ý x x , we may realize G sis1 i i nq1 is1 i 2 nq2yi
Ž . Ž .s Ž . Ž .SO V as the fixed point set SL V , where s : SL V “ SL V is given
Ž . y1Žt .y1 Ž .by s A s E A E. Set H s SL V .
Ž w x.We note that the following hold cf. 2 :
Ž .i Denoting by W the Weyl group of G, we haveG
<W s a ??? a g S a s 2n q 2 y a , 1 F i F 2n q 1 . 4Ž .G 1 2 nq1 2 nq1 i 2 nq2yi
Ž . Ž . ŽThus w s a ??? a g W is known once a ??? a is known note1 2 nq1 G 1 n
.that a s n q 1, for all w g W .nq1 G
Ž .In what follows, we shall denote an element a ??? a in W by just1 2 nq1 G
Ž .a ??? a .1 n
Ž . w xii We shall index the simple roots in G as in 1 . Let us denote the
 4 Ž w x.simple reflections in W by s , 1 F i F n . We have cf. 1G i
r r , a s « y « , 1 F i F n y 1,i 2 nq1yi i i iq1s si ½ r r r , a s « ,n nq1 n i n
Ž .where r denotes the transposition i, i q 1 in S , 1 F i F 2n.i 2 nq1
Ž . diii For 1 F d F n, W can be identified withG
<a ??? a 1 1 F a - a - ??? - a F 2n q 1, a / n q 1, Ž . Ž .1 d 1 2 d i
1 F i F d 2 for 1 F i F 2n q 1,Ž .
 4  4if i g a , . . . , a , then 2n q 2 y i f a , . . . , a .41 d 1 d
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Ž . dIn what follows, we shall denote an element a ??? a in W by just1 2 nq1 G
Ž .a ??? a .1 d
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv For w s a ??? a , w s b ??? b , w , w g W , we have1 1 n 2 1 n 1 2 G
 4w G w m the d-tuple b , . . . , b arranged in ascending order G the2 1 1 d
 4 Ž w x.d-tuple a , . . . , a arranged in ascending order , 1 F d F n cf. 9 . In1 d
particular, the partial order on W is induced by the partial order on W .G H
5.1. Che¤alley Basis
X ŽFor 1 F k F 2n q 1, set k s 2n q 2 y k. The involution s : SL 2n q
. Ž . y1Žt .y1 Ž .1 “ SL 2n q 1 , A ‹ E A E induces an involution s : sl 2n q 1
Ž . y1Žt . Ž . X X“ sl 2n q 1 , A ‹ yE A E. In particular, we have s E s yE ,i j j i
Ž .1 F i, j F 2n q 1, where E is the elementary matrix with 1 at the i, j thi j
place and 0 elsewhere. Further
< y1 tLie G s A g sl 2n q 1 E A E s yA .Ž . Ž . 4
The Chevalley basis H , 1 F i - n, H , X , 1 F m F n, X ,e ye e " e " Že ye .i iq1 n m j k
4X , 1 F j - k F n for Lie G may be given as" Že qe .j k
H s E y E q E X X y E X X , H s 2 E y E X X ,Ž .e ye i i iq1, iq1 Ž iq1. , Ž iq1. i i e nn n ni iq1 n
X s E y E X X , X s E X y E X , X s 2 E y E X ,e ye jk k j e qe jk k j e m nq1 nq1mj k j k m
X s E y E X X , X s E X y E X ,yŽ e ye . k j j k yŽe qe . k j j kj k j k
X s 2 E y E X .ye nq1m m nq1m
Ž . dDEFINITION 5.2. Let f s a ??? a g W , 1 F d F n y 1, and let n1 d
 4 Ž . dg a , . . . , a . Let t s b ??? b be the element of W obtained from1 d 1 d
Ž . Xa ??? a by replacing n by n . In this situation, we say that t is obtained1 d
from f by a Type II operation.
Remark 5.3. Type I operation is defined exactly as in Definition 4.2.
Ž w x. dPROPOSITION 5.4 cf. 2 . Let t , f g WW , 1 F d F n y 1, t G f. Then
Ž .t , f is an admissible pair if and only if either t s f or t is obtained from f
by a sequence of operations of Type I or II.
Ž .5.5. The G-Module V vd
Ž .For d s n, V v is the spin representation, and the extremal weightd
d Ž .vectors q , t g W form a basis for V v . For 1 F d - n, we havet d
Ž . d Ž 2 nq1. V v s H V here, V s K . The extremal weight vectors q , t gd t
D4 Ž .W , say t s a ??? a , are given by1 d
q s e n ??? n e .t a a1 d
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Ž w x. qPROPOSITION 5.6 cf. 2 . Let b g R .
1. Let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n. Thenj k
0, if d - j or d G k
X q syb i d Žd ."q , if j F d - k .½ sb
2. Let b s e , 1 F j F n.j
Ž .a If j s n, then
0, if d - n
X q syb i d Žd ."q , if d s n.½ sb
Ž .b If j - n, then
0, if d - j¡
Žd ."q , if d s n~ sbX q syb i d
Žd . Žd ."q , if j F d - n.¢ s , se qe e yej n j n
3. Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n.j k
Ž .a If k s n, then
0, if d - j
X q syb i d Žd ."q , if j F d.½ sb
Ž .b If k - n, then
0, if d - j¡
Žd ."q , if j F d - k or d s n~ sbX q syb i d
nyd¢" Ý c q q aq , if k F d - nŽ .is0 i u , d t , fi i
Ž X.where c s "2, i - n y d, c s "1 s a, t s 1 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? dj ,i nyd
Ž X. Žf s 1 ??? k y 1k q 1 ??? dk , u s 1 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1k q 1 ??? d0
X. Ž Ž .X. Žd q 1k , d s 1 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? d d q 1 , u s 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ???0 i
Ž .Ž .X. Žk y 1k q 1 ??? d q i q 1 d q i , d s 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1k qi
Ž .Ž .X. Ž1 ??? d q i d q i q 1 , 1 F i - n y d, u s 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ???nyd
XŽ .X . Žk y1k q 1 ??? n n y1 , and d s 12 ??? j y1 j q 1 ??? k y1k q 1 ???nyd
.n y 1n .
THEOREM 5.7. Let w g W, and b g Rq.
1. Let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n, e , or e q e , 1 F i F n. Thenj k n i n
Ž .b g N w, e if and only if w G s .b
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Ž .2. Let b s e , j - n. Then b g N w, e if and only if w G either s orj b
s .e qej n
Ž .3. Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k - n. Then b g N w, e if and only ifj k
w G either s or s s .b e e qej k n
Proof. If b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n, e , or e q e , 1 F i F n, thenj k n i n
Ž . Ž . Žthe result follows from 1, 2 a , and 3 a of Proposition 5.6 in view of
.Theorem 1.3 .
Let b s e , j - n. If w G either s or s , then clearly X q gj b e qe yb i dj n
Ž . Ž . Ž .V v for all 1 F d F n, and hence b g N w, e in view of Theorem 1.3 .w d
Ž .Then let w be such that X q g V v for all 1 F d F n. Further, letyb i d w d
Ž .w h s . We shall not show that w G s . Let w s a ??? a . Now theb e qe 1 nj n
fact that w h s implies that w Ž j. h sŽ j.. On the other hand, we haveb b
Ž j. Ž j.  4w G s . Hence we obtain that there exists an entry, say x in a ??? a ,e qe 1 jj n
such that nX F x - jX. Also, the fact that w Žn. G sŽn. implies that thereb
 4 Xexists an entry, say y in a , . . . , a such that y G j . Denoting h s s ,1 n e qej n
we obtain
w Ž j. G 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1nX s h Ž j. ,Ž . Ž .
w Žn. G 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? n y 1nX jX s h Žn. .Ž . Ž .
From this it follows that w G s .e qej n
Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k - n. If w G either s or s s , thenj k b e e qej k n
Ž . Ž .clearly X q g V v for all d, and hence b g N w, e . Now letyb i d w d
Ž .b g N w, e , and let w h s . We shall now show that w G s s . Web e e qej k n
have w Žd. G sŽd., j F d - k. This implies in particular that w Ž j. G sŽ j..b b
 4 XHence there exists an entry p in a ??? a such that p G k . Also, the1 j
facts that w h s , w Ž j. G sŽ j. imply thatb b
w Žk . h sŽk . . †Ž .b
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, since b g N w, e , we have X q g V v , 1 F dyb i d w d
Ž . Žk . Ž X.F n cf. Theorem 1.3 , and hence we obtain w G 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? j
Ž . Ž Ž ..  4s t cf. Proposition 5.6, 3 b . Hence there exists an entry q in a ??? a1 k
X  4 Žsuch that q G j . We have in fact q g a , . . . , a and q s p otherwise, we1 j
Žk . Žk . Ž ..would obtain w G s contradicting † . Further, there exists an entry rb
 4 X Ž Ž .. Xin a ??? a such that r G n in view of Proposition 5.6, 3 b , and r - k1 k
Ž Žk . Žk .. Žn. Žn.since w h s . Also, the fact that w G s implies that there existsb b
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 4 Xan entry s in a , . . . , a such that s G k . Thus we obtain, denoting1 n
j s s s ,e e qej k n
w Ž j. G 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 jX s j Ž j. ,Ž . Ž .
w Žk . G 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? knX jX s j Žk . ,Ž . Ž .
w Žn. G 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1k q 1 ??? n y 1nXkX jX s j Žn. .Ž . Ž .
From this it follows that w G s s .e e qej k n
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let b g Rq. Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k - n, andj k
Ž .k F d - n. Then m v y b s n y d q 2. In all other cases, we ha¤ed
Ž .m v y b s 0 or 1.d
Proof. Fix d, 1 F d F n.
Ž .1 Let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n. If d - j or d G k, then clearlyj k
Ž . Žd .m v y b s 0. Let j F d - k. Then q is the only vector in B ofd s db
weight v y b.d
Ž . Ž .2 Let b s e , 1 F j F n. If d - j, then clearly m v y b s 0. Letj d
j F d F n. If d s n, then q Žd . is the only vector in B of weight v y b.s d db
ŽIf j F d - n, then using the description of admissible pairs cf. Proposition
1. Ž Ž . Ž ..5.4 and the fact that q is a weight vector of weight u v q d v ,u , d d d2
it is easily seen that q Žd . Žd . is the only vector in B of weight v y b.s , s d de qe e yej n j n
Ž . Ž3 Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n. If d - j, then clearly m v yj k d
. Žd .b s 0. Let j F d F n. If d s n, k s n, or j F d - k, then q is the onlysb
vector in B of weight v y b. Let k F d - n. Then it is easily checkedd d
Ž . Ž . Žas in 2 by weight considerations that q , 0 F i F n y d, and q asu , d t , fi i
Ž ..in Proposition 5.6, 3 b are the only vectors in B of weight v y b.d d
Ž . Ž . Ž .The required result follows from 1 , 2 , and 3 .
q Ž .THEOREM 5.9. Let w g W and b g R . Then b g N w, e if and only if
Ž . Ž .m v y b s m v y b for all 1 F d F n.w d d
Proof. The required result follows from Proposition 5.6, Theorem 5.7,
Ž . Ž . Ž .and 1 , 2 , and 3 in the proof of Proposition 5.8.
Remark 5.10. Let b g Rq, w g W.
If b s e y e , j - k F n, e , or e q e , 1 F m F n y 1, then thej k n m n
three conditions in Section 3.6 are equivalent.
q Ž .For all b g R , w g W, the condition that b g N w, e is equivalent to
Ž . Ž . Žthe condition m v y b s m v y b for all 1 F d F n cf. Theoremw d d
.5.9 .
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The condition that w G s need not be equivalent to the condition thatb
Ž .b g N w, e . For example, take b s e for some j - n and w s s ; wej e qej n
Ž Ž .. Ž .have cf. Theorem 5.7 2 b g N w, e , but w h s .b
Ž .6. THE ORTHOGONAL GROUP SO 2n
Let V s K 2 n together with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form
Ž . Ž . Ž, . Taking the matrix of the form , with respect to the standard basis
 4 . Ž .e , . . . , e of V to be E, the anti-diagonal 1, . . . , 1 of size 2n = 2n, we1 2 n
Ž . Ž .s Ž .may realize G s SO V as the fixed point set SL V , where s : SL V
Ž . Ž . Žt .y1 Ž .“ SL V is given by s A s E A E. Set H s SL V .
Ž w x.We note that the following hold cf. 2 :
Ž .i Denoting by W the Weyl group of G, we haveG
<W s a ??? a g S 1 a s 2n q 1 y a , 1 F i F 2n Ž . Ž .G 1 2 n 2 n i 2 nq1yi
 42 a i , 1 F i F n is evenŽ .
Ž . Ž .Thus w s a ??? a g W is known once a ??? a is known.1 2 n G 1 n
Ž .In what follows, we shall denote an element a ??? a in W by just1 2 n
Ž .a ??? a .1 n
Ž . w xii We shall index the simple roots in G as in 1 . Let us denote the
 4 Ž w x.simple reflections in W by s , 1 F i F n . We have cf. 1G i
r r , a s « y « , 1 F i F n y 1,i 2 nyi i i iq1s si ½ r r r r , a s « q « ,n ny1 nq1 n i ny1 n
Ž .where r denotes the transposition i, i q 1 in S , 1 F i F 2n y 1.i 2 n
Ž . d Ž .iii For 1 F d F n, d / n y 1, W can be identified with ) .G
<a ??? a 1 1 F a - a - ??? - a F 2n 2 for 1 F i F 2n , Ž . Ž . Ž .1 d 1 2 d
 4  4if i g a , . . . , a then 2n q 1 y i f a , . . . , a .41 d 1 d
d Ž .For d s n y 1, W gets identified with a certain proper subset of ) ; inG
Ž . Ž .particular, for w s a ??? a , w s b ??? b , and w , w g W , we1 1 2 n 2 1 2 n 1 2 G
Žny1. Žny1.  4  4can have w s w with a , . . . , a ›, b , . . . , b › being dif-1 2 1 ny1 1 ny1
Ž .ferent. For w g W, say w s a ??? a , we see easily that1 2 n
Žd.  4w s a , . . . , a ›, 1 F d F n , d / n y 11 d
and
w Žny1. s the least under G in the totally ordered set Y ,Ž .
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where
Y s y Ž i. , . . . , y Ž i. › 0 F i F n , i / n y 1 . 4Ž .1 ny1
Ž i. Ž i. Ž .y , . . . , y being the first n y 1 entries in wu , 0 F i F n, i / n y 1,1 ny1 i
where
S , if i s n¡ an~u s id, if i s 0i ¢S S . . . S S , if 1 F i F n y 2a a a ai iq1 ny2 n
Ž Ž .Here, the partial order G is the usual partial order, namely, i , . . . , i1 ny1
Ž . Ž . Ž .G j , . . . , j , if i G j , 1 F t F n y 1, i , . . . , i , j , . . . , j being1 ny1 t t 1 ny1 1 ny1
Ž . .two increasing sequence of n y 1 -tuples.
Ž . X < <  X4iv For 1 F i F 2n, let i s 2n q 1 y i and i s min i, i . We shall
Ž . Ž . Ždenote the Bruhat order on W G by %. Given w s a ??? a , w s b1 1 n 2 1y
.??? b , and w , w g W , we have w % w if and only if the following twon 1 2 G 2 1y
Ž w x.conditions hold cf. 9 .
 4  41. For 1 F d F n, we have b , . . . , b › G a , . . . , a ›, for all d.1 d 1 d
 4 Ž  4.  4 Ž2. Let c , . . . , c resp. e , . . . , e be the set a , . . . , a › resp.1 d 1 d 1 d
 4 .b , . . . , b › . Suppose for some r, 1 F r F d, and for some i, 0 F i F d y1 d
 < < < <4  < < < <4  4 Žr, c , . . . , c s e , . . . , e s n q 1 y r, . . . , n in some or-iq1 iqr iq1 iqr
.  < 4  <der . Then a j, i q 1 F j F i q r c ) n , and a j, i q 1 F j F i q r e )j j
4n should both be even or both odd.
Thus the Bruhat order % on W is not induced from the Bruhat orderGy w x Ž .on W . Following the terminology in 9 , we shall refer to condition 2H
 4  4above as ‘‘if c , . . . , c and e , . . . , e have analogous parts, then they1 d 1 d
 < < < <4  < < < <4are D-compatible’’; we shall refer to c , . . . , c and e , . . . , eiq1 iqr iq1 iqr
as analogous parts.
In the sequel, we shall have occasion to use both of the partial orders %y
and G .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Pd Ž .Remark 6.1. a Let c , . . . , c , e , . . . , e g W , where c , . . . , c1 d 1 d G 1 d
 . Ž . Ž .% e , . . . , e . Suppose c , . . . , c , e , . . . , e have analogous parts. Then1 d 1 d 1 dy
Ž .it is easily seen that the condition 2 is equivalent to the condition that
 < 4  < 4a j, 1 F j F d c ) n and a j, 1 F j F d e ) n are both even or bothj j
odd.
Ž . Ž . Ž i. Ž i.b Given u g W, say u s a , . . . , a , denoting by y , . . . , y1 2 n 1 ny1
Ž .the first n y 1 entries in u u , 0 F i F n, i / n y 1, we havei
x , . . . , x , 1 F i F n , i / n y 1Ž .1 ny1Ž i. Ž i.y , . . . , y sŽ .1 ny1 ½ a , . . . , a , i s 0,Ž .1 ny1
Ž . Ž .where for 1 F i F n y 2, x , . . . , x is the n y 1 -tuple obtained from1 ny1
Ž . X Ž .a , . . . , a by replacing a by a , and for i s n, x , . . . , x s1 ny1 i n 1 ny1
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Ž X . Žny1. Ž .a , . . . , a , a . Further, we have u is the least under G in1 ny2 n
Ž Ž i. Ž i. . 4y , . . . , y ›, 0 F i F n, i / n y 1 .1 ny1
Ž . Ž . Ž .c Given u , w g W, say u s a ??? a , w s b , . . . , b , we have1 2 n 1 2 n
Ž Ž . .with notations as in b above
w Žny1. % u Žny1. m b , . . . , b › % y Ž i. , . . . , y Ž i. ›Ž . Ž .1 ny1 1 ny1y y
for some i , 0 F i F n , i / n y 1.
6.2. Che¤alley Basis
X Ž .For 1 F k F 2n, set k s 2n q 1 y k. The involution s : SL 2n “
Ž . Žt .y1 Ž . Ž .SL 2n , A ‹ E A E induces an involution s : sl 2n “ sl 2n , A ‹
Žt . Ž . X XyE A E. In particular, we have, for 1 F i, j F 2n, s E s yE , wherei j j i
Ž .E is the elementary matrix with 1 at the i, j th place and 0 elsewherei j
and for 1 F k F 2n, kX s 2n q 1 y k. Further
< tLie G s A g sl 2n E A E s yA .Ž . Ž . 4
The Chevalley basis H , 1 F i - n, H , X , X ,e ye e qe " Že ye . " Že qe .i iq1 nq1 n j k j k
41 F j - k F n for Lie G may be given as
H s E y E q E X X y E X X ,e ye i i iq1, iq1 Ž iq1. , Ž iq1. i ii iq1
H s E q E y E X X y E X X ,e qe ny1, ny1 n , n n , n Žny1. , Žny1.ny 1 n
X s E y E X X , X s E X y E X ,e ye jk k j e qe jk k jj k j k
X s E y E X X , X s E X y E X .yŽ e ye . k j j k yŽe qe . k j j kj k j k
Ž . dDEFINITION 6.3. Let f s a ??? a g W , 1 F d F n y 2. Further let1 d
 4 Ž . dn y 1, n g a , . . . , a . Let t s b ??? b be the element of W obtained1 d 1 d
Ž . X Ž .Xfrom a ??? a by replacing n y 1 by n and n by n y 1 . In this1 d
situation, we say that t is obtained from f by a Type II operation.
Remark 6.4. Type I operation is defined exactly as in Definition 4.2.
Ž w x. dPROPOSITION 6.5 cf. 2 . Let t , f g W , 1 F d F n y 2, t G f. Then
Ž .t , f is an admissible pair if and only if either t s f, or t is obtained from
f by a sequence of operations of Type I or II.
Ž .6.6. The G-Module V vd
Ž .For d s n y 1, n, V v is the spin representation, and the extremald
d Ž .weight vectors q , t g W form a basis for V v . For 1 F d F n y 2, wet d
Ž . d Ž 2 n. have V v s H V here, V s K , and the extremal weight vectors q ,d t
d4 Ž .t g W , say t s a ??? a , are given by1 d
q s e n ??? n e .t a a1 d
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Ž w x. qPROPOSITION 6.7 cf. 2 . Let b g R .
1. Let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n. Thenj k
0, if d - j or d G k
X q syb i d Žd ."q , if j F d - k .½ sb
2. Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n.j k
Ž .a If k s n y 1, n, then
0, if d - j
X q syb i d Žd ."q , if j F d.½ sb
Ž .b If k - n y 1, then
0, if d - j¡
Žd ."q , if j F d - k or d s n y 1, n~ sbX q syb i d
nyd¢" Ý c q q aq , if k F d - n y 1Ž .is0 i u , d t , fi i
where t , f, u , d , and 0 F i F n y d are defined in the same way as ini i
Proposition 5.6, c s "2 or "1 according as i - or G n y d y 1, andi
a s 1.
THEOREM 6.8. Let w g W and b g Rq.
1. Let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n, or e q e , k s n y 1, n, 1 F j -j k j k
Ž .k. Then b g N w, e if and only if w % s .by
Ž .2. Let b s e q e , j - k - n y 1. Then b g N w, e if and only ifj k
w % either s or s s s .b e ye e qe e qey j n j n k ny1
Proof. If b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n, or e q e , k s n y 1, 1 F j - k,j k j k
Ž .then the result follows from Proposition 6.7, 1 and 2 a .
Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n y 2. If w %either s orj k by
Ž .s s s , then clearly X q g V v , for all 1 F d F n, ande ye e qe e qe yb i d w dj n j n k ny1
Ž . Ž . Ž .hence b g N w, e cf. Theorem 1.3 . Now let b g N w, e , and let w %u s .by
We shall now show that w % s s s . We have w Žd. % sŽd.,e ye e qe e qe by yj n j n k ny1
j F d - k. This implies in particular that w Ž j. % sŽ j.. Hence there exists anby
 4 Xentry p in a ??? a such that p G k . Also, the facts that w %u s and1 j by
w Ž j. % sŽ j. imply thatby
w Žk . %u sŽk . . †Ž .by
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Ž . Ž .On the other hand, since b g N w, e , we have X q g V v , 1 F dyb i d w d
Ž . Žk .F n cf. Theorem 1.3 and hence we obtain w % t , u , and d , wherey
Ž X. Ž X.t s 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? kj , u s 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1nk , and d
Ž XŽ .X. Ž Ž ..s 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1n n y 1 cf. Proposition 6.7, 2 b . In par-
Ž Žk . .  4ticular, we obtain since w % t that there exists an entry q in a ??? a1 kyX  4 Žsuch that q G j . We have in fact q g a ??? a and q s p otherwise, we1 j
Žk . Žk . Ž ..would obtain w % s contradicting † . Thusby
w Ž j. % 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 jX . 1Ž . Ž .y
Ž Žk . .Further we obtain since w % u , dy
X XŽk .w % 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1 n y 1 j 2Ž . Ž .Ž .y
Ž Ž Ž .X X . Ž .note that 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1 n y 1 j is the smallest under %y
element f in W k for the property that f % t , u , and d ; note that eveny
Ž X X .though the k-tuple 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1n j G t , u , and d , it is %u uy
Ž Ž Ž . ...since they have non-compatible analogous parts cf. iv above . Also, we
have
w Žd. % sŽd. , d s n y 1, n. 3Ž .by
Ž X Ž .XNow it is easily seen that j s 12 ??? j y 1 j j q 1 ??? k y 1 n y 1
X X. Ž ..k q 1 ??? n y 2k n is the smallest under % element in W for they
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Žproperties given in 1 , 2 , and 3 note that even though h [ 12 ??? j y
X Ž .X X X. Ž .1 j j q 1 ??? k y 1 n y 1 k q 1 ??? n y 2n k is the smallest under G
Ž j . Ž X . Ž k .element in W such that h G 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 j , h G
Ž Ž .X X . Žny1. Ž12 ??? j y 1 j q 1 ??? k y 1 n y 1 j , h G 12 ??? j y 1 j q 1
X X.Ž Ž .Žny1. Ž .. Žn.??? k y 1k q 1 ??? n y 1n k s s u cf. Remark 6.1 , and h Gb j
Žn. Žny1. Žny1. Ž Žny1. Ž .Žny1.s , we have h %u s since h and s u have non-com-b b b jy
..patible analogous parts . From this it follows that w % s s se ye e qe e qey j n j n k ny1
Ž .note that s s s s j .e ye e qe e qej n j n k ny1
PROPOSITION 6.9. Let b g Rq. Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n, andj k
Ž .k F d F n y 2. Then m v y b s n y d q 2. In all other cases, we ha¤ed
Ž .m v y b s 0 or 1.d
Proof. Fix d, 1 F d F n.
Ž .1 Let b s e y e , 1 F j - k F n. If d - j or d G k, then clearlyj k
Ž . Žd .m v y b s 0. Let j F d - k. Then q is the only vector in B ofd s db
weight v y b.d
Ž . Ž2 Let b s e q e , 1 F j - k F n. If d - j, then clearly m v yj k d
.b s 0. Let j F d F n. If d s n y 1, n, k s n y 1, n, or j F d - k, then
q Žd . is the only vector in B of weight v y b. Let k F d F n y 2.s d db
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Ž .Then it is easily checked by weight considerations that q , 0 F i Fu , di i
Ž Ž ..n y d, and q as in Proposition 6.7, 2 b are the only vectors in B oft , f d
weight v y b.d
Ž . Ž .The required result follows from 1 and 2 .
q Ž .THEOREM 6.10. Let w g W and b g R . Then b g N w, e if and only
Ž . Ž .if m v y b s m v y b for all 1 F d F n.w d d
Proof. The required result follows from Proposition 6.7, Theorem 6.8,
Ž . Ž .and 1 and 2 in the proof of Proposition 6.9.
Remark 6.11. Let b g Rq, w g W.
If b s e y e , j - k F n, or e q e , k s n y 1, n, then the threej k j k
conditions in Section 3.6 are equivalent.
q Ž .For all b g R , w g W, the condition that b g N w, e is equivalent to
Ž . Ž . Žthe condition m v y b s m v y b for all 1 F d F n cf. Theoremw d d
.6.10 .
The condition that w G s need not be equivalent to the condition thatb
Ž .b g N w, e . For example, take b s e q e , j - k - n y 1, and w sj k
Ž Ž .. Ž .s s s ; we have cf. Theorem 6.8, 2 , b g N w, e , but w %u s .e ye e qe e qe byj n j n k ny1
Ž w x. Ž .Remark 6.12. The statement in Theorem 1 in 4 that b g N w, e if
Ž . Ž .and only if m r y b s m r y b is incorrect. Although, there is aw
w xsimilarity in the statement of Theorem 1 in 4 and those in Theorems 3.5,
Ž . Ž .5.9, and 6.10, the property that m r y b s m r y b seems to bew
Ž .stronger than the property that b g N w, e . For example, consider G s
Ž . ŽSp 6 , w s s . Then for b s e q e , we have X q g V , but m r2 e 1 2 yb i d w , r w1
. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .yb / m r y b we have m r y b s 6, m r y b s 5 .w
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